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Soft proofing made easy
Confirm the color accuracy of
your monitor, sign off the pdf
and reduce the need for hard
copy proofs

viewSIGN
viewSIGN
Test and verify your monitor for color accuracy and
use your screen as a soft proofing tool
viewSIGN - soft proof and sign off the pdf
viewSIGN speeds up the production process and
reduces the need to generate expensive proofs.
Attach the X-Rite Eye-One (either the Eye-OnePro or Display2) and run viewSIGN. viewSIGN
reads the same colors as the Fogra Media Wedge
or proofSIGN control strip and compares the
colors against the target colors expected from the
ICC CMYK profile chosen.
viewSIGN then gives the monitor a percentage
score. Sign the pdf(s) showing the score and details of the state of the monitor.

viewSIGN digital signature is attached to the pdf showing all the information required to assess how the pdf
was viewed.

Without having to print an expensive proof you’ll
save time and money. viewSIGN speeds up the
production process allowing co-ordination of viewing conditions and improves collaboration between remote sites.
viewSIGN is a soft proofing tool
Calibrating and profiling your screen is the first
step in using the monitor as a soft-proofing tool
but you need to do more.
The best profiling tools allow for testing of the
monitor profile they have created but re-testing
the profile invariably produces a pass. This isn’t
soft proofing because it doesn’t show whether the
screen is able to emulate the target ICC CMYK
color space. viewSIGN is able to do this. viewSIGN
is the soft proofing solution that also allows you to
commuicate how you have viewed the pdf.

viewSIGN approved reseller:

Tel: +44 (0) 1923 220530
www.bodoni.co.uk
info@bodoni.co.uk

viewSIGN certificate - optionally generate a certificate
displaying a full report of the exact performance of your
monitor.

